1 P. R. K. Murti. 2 The author is to be congratulated for his comprehensive analysis of the stability problem of a porous thrust pad. This discusser (referred to as Murti) has been working on the Externally Pressurised Gas Porous Bearings (EPGPB) and is well aware of the mathematical difficulties involved in an exact analysis; as such, he would particularly like to commend the successful efforts of the author.
The author treats a thin porous disk so that the flow through the disk is mainly axial flow. In other words, there is a constant mass flow rate at any section Z in the disk and we find dn 0 2 /dZ is a constant at all sections; the result is Ho 2 is linear with Z. However, the flow in the disk in reality is not purely axial though the extent of the departure from it may be minor depending on the wall thickness of the disk. As such, dt\ 0 2 /dZ cannot be a constant and it appears an equally good assumption under these circumstances is that dU 0 2 /dZ is linear with Z. Now Il 0 2 varies parabolically with Z and the mass flow rate pV z in the axial direction is no longer a constant because of the implied presence of radial flow in the disk. It appears that the two assumptions are as good and there is little to choose between them. Papers on EPGPB that have so far appeared used the first assumption. However, Murti [l] 3 appears to be the first to use the second assumption in his comprehensive analysis of the steady state behaviour of a porous thrust pad. It was found that there is near perfect agreement between the performance predicted and the one experimentally evaluated by Garguilo and Gilmour [2] in a rather wide range of (3(1 < 0 < 10). It is envisaged that the agreement would be satisfactory even beyond this range of /? as well but no experimental values are available to date to check this. The discussor would be happy to know from the author about any experimental work he has undertaken on porous thrust pads and the data gathered on the performance characteristics.
The discusser would very much welcome the author's comments on the assumption that dtt a 2 /dZ is linear with Z within the porous disk. It is found by Murti [1] that his steady-state analysis based on this assumption is identical to that of the author and the equations (15)- (18) sis by Murti predicts a lower load capacity and mass flow rate for a porous disk of given dimensions and permeability and operating with a given film thickness. This is so since for the same porous disk the bearing number A is less than (S 2 and the difference progressively becomes more acute as /3 2 increases. The author may perhaps like to comment on the likely effect on stability when the disk operates at a comparitively reduced value of /?.
With reference to conclusion no. 4 of the author, the discusser would like to state that the film stiffness \dw/dh t \ does progressively increase as the film thickness is reduced. However, as pointed out in reference [1] , this is so up to a certain value of the bearing number A is reached (A = 300). Beyond this value, static stiffness decreases as film thickness is reduced. It is of course unlikely that these bearings would be designed to operate at such a low clearance in practice as ever to realise such high values for the bearing number. Nevertheless, it is interesting to note this peculiar behaviour of static stiffness with the reduction in film thickness beyond a certain value of A.
The discusser hopes to publish in due course his analysis on the stability of an externally pressurized gas porous thrust bearing.
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The author is grateful to Dr. Murti for his comments. The exact equation for the pressure in the porous disk is When b « 1, the first term dominates almost everywhere and this is the justification to assume that the flow is mainly axial in the disk. If the periphery of the porous disk is not sealed, then a boundary layer with thickness 0(b) would exist, in which the pressure would rapidly drop to the ambient. Thus the effect of any radial flow would only be felt within a thin boundary layer in the vicinity of the edge of the disk. On the contrary, assuming dU 0 2 /dZ to be linear in Z amounts to letting the effect of radial flow be felt everywhere in the interior. This would certainly result in a reduction of load capacity, and also possibly result in an overcorrection.
Conclusion #4 of the paper indeed needs qualification. The author is eager to see more work done to further clarify as to how the damping forces are influenced by the oscillational frequency.
